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We are grateful to Anonymous Referee 1 for her/his time and effort and for providing
constructive comments.

General comments: The main objective of the manuscript “Comparing SWAT with
SWAT-MODFLOW hydrological simulations when assessing the impacts of groundwa-
ter abstractions for irrigation and drinking water” was to evaluate watershed simulations
between the SWAT and the coupled SWAT-MODFLOW models in which groundwater
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extractions are important. Specific objectives were to incorporate the MODFLOW Drain
package, SWAT auto-irrigation, and a coupled calibration capability using PEST within
the SWAT-MODFLOW modeling framework. The authors concluded that the SWAT-
MODFLOW model calibrated by PEST shown better performance when compared with
SWAT.

Aside from incorporating PEST to calibrate the coupled model, the manuscript does
not support additional novelty. Note that in the publication “A model integration frame-
work for linking SWAT and MODFLOW” the MODFLOW drainage package, SWAT auto-
irrigation, and the MODFLOW-NWT were already integrated into the SWAT-MODFLOW
framework. However, using PEST to simultaneously calibrate both models may be of
interest to the SWAT modeler’s community. The introduction needs extensive revision.
I recommend that the authors refocus and simplify the objectives of the manuscript.

Response: We thank the reviewer for the comments made. The reviewer has raised a
valid point about highlighting the key innovations of our study. We acknowledge that the
MODFLOW drainage package, SWAT auto-irrigation, and the MODFLOW-NWT were
integrated into the SWAT-MODFLOW framework in the publication “A model integration
framework for linking SWAT and MODFLOW” by Guzman et al. (2015). The codes of
the SWAT-MODFLOW framework outlined in that publication are, however, not publi-
cally available for further development or for scientific review. In our study, to enable
the application of the Drain Package and an auto-irrigation routine, we further devel-
oped the open-source SWAT-MODFLOW complex based on the previous version (v2)
developed by Bailey et al. (2016), for which the codes are publically available. Be-
sides public availability, this edition also has some additional advantages over previous
coupled SWAT-MODFLOW frameworks: an efficient HRU-grid cell mapping scheme
with the generation of geographically explicit HRUs, the ability to use SWAT and MOD-
FLOW models of different spatial domains, and a graphical user interface available for
facilitating its application. It has been applied to many catchments of varying sizes
worldwide, as mentioned in the introduction of our manuscript. Further development
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of this publically available edition would benefit the SWAT-MODFLOW user community.
To accommodate the reviewer, we have now clarified that we have further developed
the SWAT-MODFLOW complex based on the publically available version originally by
Bailey et al. (2016).

Modifications: Line 21: “The SWAT-MODFLOW complex was further developed to en-
able the application of the Drain Package and an auto-irrigation routine based on the
previous publically available version.”

Line 176-179: “The SWAT-MODFLOW complex used in this study was further devel-
oped based on the publically available version (https://swat.tamu.edu/software/swat-
modflow/) to enable the application of the Drain Package of MODFLOW and to allow
auto-irrigation.”

Lin 662-665: “In addition, in all the previous studies using the SWAT-MODFLOW de-
veloped by Bailey et al. (2016), the River Package in the MODFLOW model was the
only package used for simulating groundwater-surface water interaction, ignoring the
potential drain flow processes.”

Specific comments:

1) As the extent of both watersheds were different, how did the authors estimate the
percolating fluxes in the groundwater extent that were not simulated by SWAT?

Response: Only the domain covered by both SWAT and MODFLOW was coupled, and
the original functionality of MODFLOW or SWAT was retained beyond the common
domain. The original MODFLOW from NIRAS is steady-state and NIRAS used the
average net precipitation from the national DK-Model (www.vandmodel.dk) from 1999
to 2008 as its percolating fluxes (recharge).

Modifications: We have added the following sentences into the manuscript:

Line 151-152: “Only the domain covered by both SWAT and MODFLOW was coupled,
and the original functionality of MODFLOW or SWAT was retained beyond the common
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domain.”

Line 265-267: “The average net precipitation from the national DK-Model
(www.vandmodel.dk) from 1999 to 2008 was used as the recharge data in the
Recharge Package.”

2) Line 74: Are the authors refereeing to conceptual models? What is an analytical
model? I think SWAT as well as MODFLOW fall in the category of analytical models.

Response: We are refereeing to numerical models. In mathematics, a problem can be
solved either analytically or numerically. An analytical solution produces exact results,
while a numerical solution approximates the solution through discrete numerical (time)
steps. MODFLOW is a numerical model.

3) Line 79: The authors should be more precise in the model terminology when refer-
ring to hydrologic models. This is somewhat confusing.

Response:We have modified the sentence in the first part of line 79. As for the second
half of line 79, MODFLOW is a numerical and process-based model.

Modifications: Line 76: “Nevertheless, as they do not simulate many of the physical
processes and ignore the real-world complexity, they may render results far away from
reality.”

4) Lines 120-159: The authors should revise these two paragraphs in a way that clearly
illustrates readers the difficulties of coupling a semi-distributed surface model (SWAT)
with a fully distributed groundwater model (MODFLOW). In addition, the authors should
help the reader to realize that the spatial discretization that results from SWAT HRUs
result in clustering hydrological processes that are geographically disconnected but
grouped by slope, land use and “soil type”, as an example of this are fundamental
processes such as evapotranspiration and irrigation. Note that irrigation is applied to
the HRU level regardless if the area that is represented is contiguous or spatially dis-
connected and so, infiltration fluxes. This is a major model structure uncertainty in the
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SWAT model that passes unnoticed when simulated surface processes but problematic
when integrating or coupling it with groundwater fully distributed model.

Response: Guzman et al. (2015) and Bailey et al. (2016) have illustrated the frame-
work development of SWAT-MODFLOW and the difficulties during the coupling in detail.
The main goal of our study was not to illustrate the framework development of SWAT-
MODFLOW once again, but rather to apply the model for an actual case. However, the
reviewer has raised an important point about the HRUs.

Modifications: We have rephrased the text in the lines 105-107 as follows:

Lines 103-105: “HRUs are modelled as lumped and non-geo-located within each sub-
basin (Guzman et al., 2015), which makes SWAT computationally efficient for long-term
simulation, but this comes with the sacrifice of spatial discretization of HRUs.”

5) Line 137: I think that the correct sentence must acknowledge that the mentioned
authors already integrated or coupled SWAT and MODFLOW instead of they try.

Response: Good point.

Modifications: We have modified the sentence in line 137 as follows:

Line 135-136: “There are a few studies that have integrated SWAT and MODFLOW
code into one model complex (Kim et al., 2008; Yi and Sophocleous, 2011; Guzman et
al., 2015; Bailey et al., 2016).”

6) Lines 160-174: The full story is interesting but the claim that SWAT may be a suitable
model to represent these hydrological features with accuracy for comparison is non-
sense. The coupled SWAT-MODFLOW model may be a better approach that is able
to capture this surface-subsurface interaction but the MODFLOW spatial discretization
of 100x100m is quite coarse for these complex surface-subsurface water interactions.
I recommend the authors to focus on illustrating the weakness and advantages of the
NIRAS MODFLOW model and where the coupled version may be able to advance this
model.
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Response: With the simplified implementation of groundwater dynamics in SWAT, the
SWAT model can mislead the evaluation of groundwater resources or perform rather
poorly in catchments where the streamflow is strongly dependent on groundwater dis-
charge (Gassman et al., 2014). Therefore, it would be incorrect to state that SWAT is
a suitable model for representing the hydrological features with accuracy, especially in
groundwater-dominated catchments. The reviewer has raised a valid point about how
the coupled SWAT-MODFLOW advance the MODFLOW (e.g. through spatially explicit
recharge). This is not a focal point of our study, but this aspect is introduced in the third
paragraph of the introduction.

7) 2.1. Study Area. Is there water intrusion and lunar tidal influence at the watershed
outlet? I recommend to include the groundwater watershed in this section.

Response: As far as we know the influence of water intrusion and lunar tidal on the
outflow of the watershed is small. It is a good suggestion that the groundwater water-
shed should be included in the study area section.

Modifications: We have added the groundwater domain and wells to the map of the
study area (Fig.1, as attached) and removed the figure 3. We also have removed
the sentences related to Figure 3 in line 411-415. The caption of Fig.1 has been
modified into “Location of the Uggerby River catchment and Hjørring Municipality, and
their delineation in SWAT and MODFLOW. The locations of wells distributed inside or
outside the Uggerby River Catchment are also shown.”

The sentence in line 202-204 has been rephrased as follows:

Line 201-204: “According to an investigation carried out by Hjørring Municipality in
2009, 101 drinking water pumping wells and 57 irrigation pumping wells placed on
pasture and agricultural land were registered within the Uggerby River catchment, and
another 256 wells exist outside the catchment but inside Hjørring Municipality (Fig. 1).
”
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The sentence in line 189-191 has been simplified as follows:

Line 189-190: “The Uggerby River originates from the southern part of Hjørring and
discharges into the coast of the North Sea.”

8) 228-232: Can the author expand or provide a short explanation in regards to these
gridded datasets. Is this data the result of spatial interpolation from ground-based
stations or there is a gridded network of stations? Also, if there is an additional step to
generate the gridded datasets, can the authors illustrate the limitations and report the
methodology behind it?

Response: The Danish Meteorological Institute provides gridded data based on spa-
tial interpolation from ground-based stations throughout Denmark. This is described in
more detail in (Lu et al., 2016), which we also refer to.

9) 247: Is this not the opposite. Please correct me if I am wrong, the Well package in
MODFLOW need the extraction volumes’ as an input data which it was estimated by
the SWAT auto-irrigation module.

Response: The auto-irrigation routine in the SWAT-MODFLOW of this study was de-
signed as the reviewer described. However, the sentence in line 247 refers to the set-
up of drinking water wells in SWAT. For comparison of the two model’s performance
on hydrology, we need to make the groundwater abstraction amount in the SWAT and
SWAT-MODFLOW model set-ups approximately equivalent. Therefore, we set up the
drinking water wells in SWAT according to the Well package extractions in MODFLOW.

Modifications: We have rephrased the sentence in lines 247-249 as follows to make
the meaning more clear:

Lines 246-249: “With the number and location of pumping wells as well as their pump-
ing rates obtained from the Well Package in the MODFLOW model, the water abstrac-
tion amounts from drinking water wells were added up in each subbasin and set as the
water use pumped from the shallow aquifer in SWAT.”
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10) 248: Where did the authors collect the drinking water data?

Response: The locations of the drinking water wells are recorded in the national
database. As Denmark regulates the groundwater abstraction through implementing a
permit authority system of groundwater abstractions, the regulation (abstraction) levels
were assigned as the pumping rates in the MODFLOW set-up.

11) 254: Can the authors provide a figure that illustrates the hydrogeology of the study
area?

Response: Yes.

Modifications: We have plotted a figure showing the hydraulic conductivities of each
cell in each layer in the steady-state MODFLOW-NWT set-up and have added it to
the Appendix as appendix A, as attached below. We also have added the following
sentence into the manuscript:

Line 261-263. “The first, third and fifth layers are dominated by sand with relatively
large hydraulic conductivities, while the second and fourth layers are dominated by
clay with lower hydraulic conductivities (Appendix A).”

12) 398: I do not find this a large number of cells.

Response: We have now deleted the sentence in lines 399-401 to shorten the text.

13) 399-401: I am not sure if this is relevant here. If the manuscript was intended for
algorithms and cyber optimization, it may be relevant.

Response: We have deleted the sentence in lines 399-401 to shorten the text.

14) 411-427: I think here is where the manuscript totally misses the focus.

Response: Actually, the main objective of the manuscript was to compare SWAT with
SWAT-MODFLOW hydrological simulations when assessing the impacts of groundwa-
ter abstractions for irrigation and drinking water, as the title also indicates.
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Modifications: We have removed the sentences in line 411- 415 to shorten the texts.

15) 657-659: This is not true, in fact, the authors will have a hard time demonstrating
this. What is important is here is the proper representation in space and time of the
hydrological processes occurring in the two domains (water circulation), for instance,
feedback fluxes from the groundwater domain, infiltration fluxes from irrigated areas,
and the correctness of estimated extracted volumes by the auto-irrigation module. In
addition to this, the constraints set by the modelers, and the spatial discretization of the
input data.

Response: The reviewer has raised a valid point. Ideal calibration of the model in-
volves more data, such as feedback fluxes and infiltration fluxes. Unfortunately, we do
not have these data for ideal calibration. Modifications: We have now rephrased the
text in lines 659-662 as follows:

Lines 650-654: “Application of a combined calibration approach based on PEST al-
lowed us to calibrate the SWAT-MODFLOW model by adjusting simultaneously SWAT
and MODFLOW parameters and against observations of both streamflow and ground-
water table, though a more ideal calibration involves more observed data, such as
feedback fluxes from the groundwater domain, infiltration fluxes in irrigated areas.”

16) 667: Groundwater in SWAT is referred to the processes occurring to the 6m soil
dept. This is just confusing in the SWAT literature. On the other hand, in SWAT
the deep percolating water and the deep aquifer is what in MODFLOW is referred
to groundwater processes which SWAT model it as a loss in the system.

Response: Actually, only much older SWAT versions considered the deep percolating
water as a loss in the system, as described in the SWAT theory book published in
2009 (Neitsch et al., 2011). In the updated SWAT versions (since around 3 years
ago), percolation water to both shallow and deep aquifer may return and contribute to
streamflow as baseflow.
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17) 285-292: From what I had read to this point, I will say that this may be the contribu-
tion of this manuscript as all the rest is already published except PEST to calibrate both
models simultaneously. Why no focusing on demonstrating that groundwater feedback
fluxes were incorporated in the model and how irrigation was narrowed in the fuzzy
HRU-MODFLOW cell definition?

Response: All innovations about the further development of SWAT-MODFLOW in this
study were based on the previous publicly available version developed by Bailey et al.
(2016). Since Bailey et al. (2016) has already illustrated the two-way interactions be-
tween surface water and groundwater and how HRU-MODFLOW cells are connected
in detail, we do not intend to duplicate their efforts, but rather we refer to their detailed
paper.

18) 301: I don’t get this. . . why SWAT-cup, when the authors are claiming the use of
PEST for calibration?

Response: We used SWAT-CUP to calibrate SWAT. Since SWAT-CUP can only be
used for calibrating the SWAT parameters, we developed and utilized the PEST ap-
proach with some files from SWAT-CUP to calibrate SWAT and MODFLOW parameters
simultaneously in SWAT-MODFLOW against the observations of both streamflow and
groundwater table.

Modifications: We have rephrased the text in lines 342-345 as follows:

Lines 344-349: “Since SWAT-CUP can only be used to calibrate SWAT parameters, the
PEST approach was developed and utilized to adjust SWAT and MODFLOW parame-
ters simultaneously. However, SWAT-MODFLOW can also be run through SWAT-CUP,
whereby the summary statistics of model performance can be derived and directly com-
pared between SWAT and SWAT-MODFLOW. In addition, model.in and Swat Edit.exe,
which are included in the creation of the SWAT-CUP project folder, were used to adjust
SWAT parameters within the PEST routine.”
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19) Figure 3. I recommend replacing “coverage” by domain or extent.

Response: We have combined Figure 1 and Figure 3 into one figure, as attached
below, and have deleted the original caption of Figure 3.

20) Figure 4. This figure does not properly represent the process representation of
the SWAT model. Note that the SWAT model is semi-distributed and remains semi-
distributed even though it is coupled with MODFLOW.

Response: We agree that the SWAT model remains semi-distributed after being cou-
pled with MODFLOW. Bailey et al. (2016) have illustrated this with a figure in detail.

Modifications: We have added the following sentence into the caption of Figure 4:
“After being coupled with MODFLOW, the overland part of the SWAT model remains
semi-distributed, while the HRU-calculated percolation from SWAT model is explicitly
spatial.”

21) Figure 5. The authors MUST acknowledge that this figure was modified from Zhulu
Lin document (https://www.ndsu.edu/pubweb/âĹijzhulin/pdf/teaching/starting

Response: We have deleted Figure 5, as suggested by the other reviewer.

22) Figure 8. Please rank the x-axis in figures (a) and (b) in identical order. This will
facilitate comparison.

Response: We used P-value and the composite parameter sensitivity, respectively,
to rank the sensitivities of parameters. The smaller the P-value, the more sensitive
the parameter. However, the larger the composite parameter, the more sensitive the
parameter. For facilitating the comparison, we ranked the parameters according to their
sensitivities from highest to lowest, as shown in Figure 8.

23) Figure 9. This figure is useless. If the authors find that there is something that is
necessary to communicate to the reader, they need to find a different way to illustrate
the changes.
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Response: Good point. We have removed Figure 9.

24) Figure 10. It seems like simulations in Well A poorly represent the dynamic. Well
B seems to have a systematic bias.

Response: At the first sight of figure 10, Well A poorly represents the dynamic and Well
B seems to have a systematic bias. However, compared with the original MODFLOW-
NWT set-up, which has a mean absolute error of 2.22 m between observed and simu-
lated heads (Table 4), the errors between the observed and simulated head shown in
figure 10 are much smaller. It is worth noting that the original MODFLOW-NWT set-up
has been used in the management of water resources in the Hørring Municipality since
2009.

Modifications: We have rephrased the texts in lines 469-471 as follows:

Line 459-462: “There was generally a good agreement between the groundwater head
level and dynamics simulated by SWAT-MODFLOW and that recorded at the two ob-
servation wells within the catchment, though the seasonal well drawdowns in Well A
did not always occur in the observations (Fig. 7).”

25) The authors should include some model performance metrics when comparing the
models.

Response: Actually, the comparison of model performance metrics of the models was
included in Table 5 and also in the text between lines 438-446.
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Fig. 1. Figure 1. Location of the Uggerby River catchment and Hjørring Municipality, and their
delineation in SWAT and MODFLOW. The locations of wells distributed inside or outside the
Uggerby River Catchment
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Fig. 2. Appendix A. The hydraulic conductivities of each cell in each layer in the steady-state
MODFLOW-NWT set-up.
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